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Reality.
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Developing since 2015:

1. Trust

2. Measurement

3. Community

4. Generality

First, quick background



Herbie
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Herbie Given input expression 
over the reals

Synthesize a floating 
point implementation

Less error than naive 
translation
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Live demo: herbie.uwplse.org
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Benchmarks

- Mine papers, enable apples-to-apples

Compilers

- Generate C, JavaScript, Scala, TeX, ...

Standards

- Support tool interchange, composition

Live tour:  fpbench.org
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Heuristically search for 
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Unpredictable, 
mysterious!
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1. Trust
Why should users trust Herbie?

Identify where error 
is arising

Show stepwise 
derivation

Justify by accuracy 
impact
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Trust!
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2. Measurement
That which is measured, improves.

Global overviews

Per component logs

Compare to oracles 
where possible!
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The workbench demands cooperating tools:

- Rigorous error bounds, precision 
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How should they interact? Need standards!

We are all in this together. Our thinking 
in 2016

Numerics research is a community effort.

We need more open communications!

We need more collaboration opportunities!

We need more shared infrastructure! View today
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3. Community
We are all in this together.

Link to join on
fpbench.org
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Explosion of numerical representations.

How do we adapt code? Optimize? Need tools!

Supporting a rapidly evolving landscape

“Precision scopes” 
specify MPMF!
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4. Generality
Supporting a rapidly evolving landscape

Increasing interest in numerics of tensor code.

(FPCore matmul ((A am an) (B bm bn))

   :pre (== an bm)

    (tensor ([m am]

             [n bn])

  (for ([i bm])

        ([prod 0 (+ prod (* (ref A m i) (ref B i n)))])

        prod))
  )

FPBench 2.0 adds tensor
support, keeps minimal core



Where do we go from here?
Trust : ground truth for MPMF

Measurement : metrics for tensor benchmarks

Community : outreach from research to practice

Generality : extensibility for new formats



A brief announcement...
Herbie 1.4 just released!

Please take it for a spin :)
herbie.uwplse.org

http://herbie.uwplse.org/
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Thank You!
Trust : ground truth for MPMF

Measurement : metrics for tensor benchmarks

Community : outreach from research to practice

Generality : extensibility for new formats

herbie.uwplse.org fpbench.org

http://herbie.uwplse.org/

